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Introduction
• The awareness of MARR towards to Environment, Social and Governance has been longstanding. There are two main reasons
for this. The first relates to the nature of the business activities of MARR, namely the sale and distribution of food and non-food
products to the Foodservice throughout Italy. The second derives from the fact that MARR has been listed on the STAR segment
(“Segmento Titoli Alti Requisiti”) of the Italian Stock Exchange for over 17 years. This combination has led MARR to adhere to
strict external and internal rules to comply with all relevant domestic as well as international regulations
• Environment and Sustainability, that often are interlinked, are a constant focus for MARR (www.marr.it/en/sustainability). MARR
is at the forefront in the implementation of the relevant principles and policies in the Foodservice industry in Italy. This is a
constant work in progress with increasing resources dedicated and more importantly the raising of internal awareness of the
issues at all levels of the company. Where possible MARR has sought to obtain the relevant external Certifications
• The aspects relating to Corporate Governance are more straight-forward as they stem from requirements set by Italian Stock
Exchange Authorities in order to be listed on the STAR segment
• MARR's objectives, commitments and activities relating to Sustainability are organically illustrates in the Sustainability Report
(www.marr.it/en/sostenibilita/bilancio-di-sostenibilita)
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Highlights
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Highlights
• MARR’s commitment to sustainable initiatives
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• Comprehensive offer of Green Products

Highlights
• MARR’s Stakeholders

• Materiality Matrix in 2021 Sustainability Report

Focus: for the summary of “SDG’s > Material topics >
Commitments > Initiatives > Updates” see Chapter 2
of 2021 Sustainability Report
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Food quality and safety
The main certifications obtained by MARR are:

Management procedures for
Sustainable Fish Supply Chain
certified by third party entity

certificate no. IT304496-2
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Food quality and safety
Sustainable Fish Supply Chain
• MARR is a leading company in Italy in the sale of seafood products, with supply channels involving suppliers operating in different countries of
the world. The fishing industry is subject to illegal fishing practices risk (illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing -IUU) and, in some countries,
to the risk of violation of human rights and non-compliance with dignified working conditions
• In this context MARR has defined its own management specifications (Sustainable Fish Supply Chain) for control, selection and check of
seafood suppliers with the aim of: i) promoting sustainable development in the fisheries sector; ii) protecting of the human rights of the persons
involved in the countries of origin; iii) complying with the quality, safety and labeling requirements of fish products, with the EU laws and
regulations; iv) complying with the criteria for greater animal welfare in aquaculture systems
• By signing specific supply agreements, MARR requires its suppliers to comply with the laws of each country and with the international guidelines
designed to ensure human and labor rights (respect for the "Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as well as ILO “International Labour
Organization” fundamental conventions). The same agreements also require that fishing and aquaculture practices implemented for the supply
of fishery products comply with the requirements of sustainable fisheries (protection of marine resources, protection of fish stocks, exclusive
use of authorized fleets or vessels that are not in the "Blacklist" on the website of the European Commission)
• In order to ascertain the compliance of suppliers with the
requirements of the supply agreements, MARR and the certification
body carry out inspections in production facilities located in third
countries, as defined in the MARR management disciplinary for the
control of the "Sustainable Fish Supply Chain“, a process certified by a
third party inspection body
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Food quality and safety
Animal welfare
• Consistently with its business approach, Animal Welfare is also an area of interest for MARR, in line with the growing sensitivity of
consumers towards this subject
• Attention in this sense is directed towards the goal of making available, in the MARR assortment, products of animal origin which come
from production chains that respect the dignity and well-being of the animals. In this context, MARR has prepared its own policy which
describes the medium-term objectives and commitments (www.marr.it/en/sostenibilita/benessere-animale)
• In 2020 MARR was awarded the prize Good Egg for the commitment towards improving the welfare of hens, awarded by the International
Association CIWF (Compassion in World Farming)
• MARR also obtained from DQS (German Association for Sustainability) the certification
(no. 30700771 GC) for Suppliers’ control system for animal welfare for laying hens
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Food quality and safety
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Food quality and safety
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Environment
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Environment
Secondary packaging
is FSC certified

Packaging of private label products is FSC certified
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Environment
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Environment
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Environment
New building standards environment oriented
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Environment
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Environment
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Social
• As part of the process of ensuring that expectations are addressed for all stakeholders, the «Social» theme is of high importance
and includes many aspects such as:
- Organizational Model and Code of Ethics
- Anticorruption policy
- Human resources management
- Suppliers’ involvement
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Social
• The reference points for promoting principles of legality, transparency and correctness in the relations within and outside the Company are
represented by the Organizational Model (Legislative Decree 231/2001) adopted by MARR since 2003, the related Code of Ethics
(disseminated to all employees) and the Anti-corruption policy (all these documents are available at www.marr.it/en/corporategovernance)
• Implementation (also through specific e-learning) and update of the Model and observance and adequacy of the Code are in delegated to a
Supervisory Board (for the Organisational Model) made up by the members of the Statutory Auditors (3 people) with a whistleblowing
system through which employees can report on the application of the Model and the Code
• MARR is strongly convinced of the importance of Human Resources for the development of the company: people adequately trained,
strongly motivated and involved in the company “spirit” are a necessary condition for reaching the company objectives and, at the same
time, to increase the value of the Organisation
• Sense of awareness and inspiration is fostered also by the house organ “InforMARR” and the MARR page on LinkedIn.._____
These are
flanked by periodic commercial events differentiated by levels of responsibility which are also an important formative and informative
moment
• The management of human resources focuses on professional growth, guided only by the criterion of merit, aimed at developing both the
professional attitude and ambition of each collaborator, these policies are also stated in the Code of Ethics and Human Resource
management policy (all these documents are available at www.marr.it/en/corporate-governance)
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Social
• For promoting the training of employees and
collaborators, MARR has established its own Academy
(the “MARR Academy”) which is a virtual and physical
environment for learning, training and attaining both
technical and transversal skills, with e-learning
alternated with classroom and aimed at involving the
sharing of knowledge, skills and values
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Social
• In the context of protecting workers’ safety, MARR
identifies that the potential risks to which workers are
exposed performing their activities are the following: i)
work-connected stress; ii) noise, vibrations, chemicals,
explosive atmospheres and micro-climates; iii) manual
handling of loads and repetitive movements; iv) videoterminal risks. These risks are monitored as reported in
“Workers’ Health and Safety Risk Assessment Document”
for each operating unit
• Continuous training is made for personnel with specific duties in matters of: i) the safety of forklift truck drivers; ii) fire
prevention/fighting; iii) first aid; iv) training in the use of raised vertical platforms; v) suitability and registration of the
maintenance staff and operators of refrigeration and cooling systems. With reference to the services outsourced to third
companies, with potential interferences with the Group's activities (e.g. logistics and handling services, and processes carried out
within the units), specific agreements are drawn up (and updated) to define the parties’ duties, obligations and responsibilities
relative to the outsourced activities, as well as the “Interference Risk Assessment Document”
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Social
• The “Suppliers Assessment and Qualification”
procedure of MARR’s Quality System (ISO 9001)
includes verification of system and product
certifications held by suppliers, including the SA 8000
certificate regarding the Social Responsibility.
• The SA 8000 standard integrates the aspects of the
protection of workers’ rights with those regarding
safety at work and respect for rights, and it extends to
the entire supply chain. Within the supply agreements,
suppliers are also required to sign a specific
“Declaration of Commitment to Social Responsibility”
under which the supplier guarantees respect for all
the principles of the SA 8000 standard
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Governance
• MARR has been listed on the STAR segment (“Segmento Titoli
Alti Requisiti”) of the Italian Stock Exchange since 2005
• MARR's Corporate Governance Code and the relating activities
can be found in the annual Corporate Governance Report
(www.marr.it/en/corporate-governance)
• The Company regulates its Governance also trough the adoption
of the following procedures (www.marr.it/en/corporategovernance/documenti-procedure): i) Regulation for the
functioning of the Board of Directors; i) Regulation of the
Control and Risk Committee; iii) Procedure for the management
of inside and confidential information; iv) Regulation for the
management of relations with channels of information; v)
Policy for the management of dialogue with the shareholders
and other stakeholders; vi) Procedures for the related party
transactions
• Dedicated
Shareholder-Director
engagement
contacts
(www.marr.it/en/investor-relations/SD-engagement-contacts)
• Transactions with the Cremonini Group (Cremonini holds 50.4%
of MARR shares) are limited to: about 3% of MARR Total
Revenues and about 11% of MARR Total COG’s
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Investor Relations contacts
Antonio Tiso

Léon Van Lancker

MARR S.p.A.
Via Spagna, 20 - 47921 Rimini (Italy)
website
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www.marr.it

atiso@marr.it

lvanlancker@marr.it

tel.

+39 0541 746803

mob.

+39 331 6873686

mob.

+39 335 1872014

